Four Locations to Serve You
Grafton Family Eye Care
1106 Washington Street
Grafton, WI 53024
262.376.1800
New Holstein Family Eye Care
1405 Milwaukee Drive
New Holstein, WI 53061
920.898.5531
Chilton Family Eye Care
17 E. Main Street
Chilton, WI 53014
920.849.4642
Visionary Eye Care
833 Pennsylvania Avenue
Sheboygan, WI 53081
920.457.2015

Competitive
Pricing
Our prices are very competitive with “big box”
stores and online suppliers. When combined
with the important benefits and services we
offer for contact lens wearers, we are
confident that you will see the value of
purchasing lenses from our office.
Your doctor has prescribed the following

contact lenses for you:

Cost Per Box

$

Boxes in Annual Supply
Subtotal

$

Less Vision Plan CL
Allowance

-$

Less Mfg. Rebate

-$

Less Annual Supply
Discount (5%)

-$

Final Cost for Annual
Supply

$

Our price for an annual supply
of this lens is:
Our doctors and staff are just a
phone call away and will act
quickly to work with you should
any problems arise. Our eye
doctors are authorities on vision
care and eye health and their
singular goal is helping you
achieve your best possible sight.

A Guide to
Purchasing
Contact
Lenses

Dedicated to the science of eye care
and the beauty of eyewear.

$
Per Box
www.YourEyeCareTeam.com
Simply call any of our offices to
order. We will submit your claim to
your vision plan and even ship an
annual supply to your home for free!

Benefits of Buying from Your Eye Care Team
Lens Replacement & Exchange
We offer a full range of contact lenses directly
through our clinics. A few of the benefits of
buying your contact lenses from us include:

•
•
•
•
•
•

follow-up care from trusted professionals
free replacement for defective lenses
lens exchanges
convenience
valuable discounts and manufacturer rebates
competitive pricing.

Follow Up Care from
Doctors You Trust
The role of your eye doctor is not only to help
you see your best, but also to help you
safeguard your overall eye health and visual
comfort. Our doctors and staff take pride in
providing you with personalized care—that
individual and special service that can only come
from people who know you, your lifestyle and
your history. Buying contact lenses from Your
Eye Care Team ensures you receive follow-up
care long after your initial exam. Contact lens
follow-up visits may be necessary when a
patient is having problems with their contact
lenses such as discomfort or decreased vision.
Our doctors and staff will work with you to
determine which type of contact lens best
matches your specific vision needs, lifestyle and
budget. The cost of follow up contact lens visits
is included in the cost of the annual contact lens
fitting or evaluation fee. This does not include
medical office visits, vision problems unrelated
to contact lens use, or problems occurring from
contact lens abuse. To minimize potential
problems, our staff takes the time to show you
how to properly handle and clean your lenses.

If you have a torn or defective lens, we will
provide you with a comparable lens to replace
it, at no cost to you.
Our Contact Lens Exchange Program extends
your investment. If you experience a change in
your prescription or it is necessary for you to
change brands during the year, any unopened
boxes of contacts purchased from Your Eye
Care Team within the past year may be
returned for credit toward your new
prescription.

Discounts & Rebates
5% DISCOUNT*—In addition to any available
manufacturer’s rebates, Your Eye Care Team

offers a 5% discount to anyone ordering a oneyear supply of disposable contact lenses.

25% OFF BACKUP GLASSES*—To encourage our
patients to wear their lenses according to their
doctor’s and the manufacturer’s

recommendations, we offer a 25% discount on
a pair of back-up glasses for anyone

purchasing a one year supply of contact lenses.

Convenience
We know you are busy. Order directly from our
office immediately following your eye exam
and leave the rest to us. Most orders arrive at
the office within a few business days. We also
can have your contact lenses shipped directly
to you. Specialty contacts such as multi-focal
or toric lenses may take slightly longer, but in
most cases, complimentary lenses can be
provided to you until your contacts arrive.

Buy Locally
Our clinics are locally owned and
operated. Our clinics contribute to
the economy through taxes, payroll,
purchases and donations to local
organizations. Every dollar spent
involves choices. Buying locally helps
your dollars work for the future you
want to see in your hometown.

25% OFF SUNGLASSES*—Protecting your eyes
from ultraviolet radiation is an important

component of eye wellness. We offer a 25%
discount* on a pair of prescription or non-

prescription sunglasses for anyone purchasing
a one year supply of contact lenses.

REBATES —The majority of disposable contact

lenses have valuable rebates available through

the manufacturer. We will provide you with the
necessary forms and receipts to make the
rebate process simple and quick.
* Patients may take advantage of any/all
of the starred discounts once each year
if qualifying conditions are met. Five
percent annual supply discount applied
after any insurance/discounts have been
taken and is not valid with any other
discounts. Discounted glasses and
sunglasses offers not valid if using vision
benefits, coupons or other discount
programs.

